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Introduction
My name is Matthew Rice Brack, a joint British-American national, and at the time of my
internship during the summer of 2007 I was twenty-three years old, a student on the MA
Conservation of Fine Art course at Northumbria University at Newcastle, specialising in
works of art on paper. My time at the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco was my first
professional experience of conservation and I applied to spend time at this institution for
two reasons in particular: to work with Asian art and to gain experience in an American
professional environment.

I began studying paper conservation in the belief that it was probably the most diverse
field within conservation-restoration practice. I felt that this was most evident in Asian art,
representing both a diversity of supports and media as well as a great breadth of cultural
encounters, ranging from Persia to Japan. In particular, it is within Asian art that the paper
conservator has the chance to work with paintings, both on paper (Indian miniatures,
Japanese ukiyo-e prints) and even non-paper supports (Tibetan thang-kas, Thai banner
paintings).

I also wished to take the opportunity to gain professional experience in the United States.
Though it is my home country, my experience there has been limited to brief and leisurely
visits within quite localised areas of the country. Though I had visited San Francisco, it
was not a city that I was familiar with, and with its reputation as the gateway to Asia and
its sizable Asian American population, it seemed to be the ideal location for an
introduction to the areas of interest which I hold.

I was first made aware of the Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship by my first-year tutor
at Northumbria, Ms. A. Jean E. Brown. After a telephone discussion with David Garnett
and an exploration of Zibby Garnett’s own interests during her lifetime, I felt confident
that my application would be in line with the intention of the Fellowship .
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The Study Trip
I made my trip in order to examine the different techniques involved in the conservation of
Asian art within a museum setting. San Francisco was chosen both for the quality of the
museum collections there and also for the culture of the city itself – each seemed to reflect
the other. I have always been interested in East-West cultural exchange and in this regard I
also visited historical sites such as the oldest continuously used Chinese temple in
California, ‘The Temple of the Forest Beneath the Clouds’ in Weaverville (June 23) and
frequented the Chinatown of San Francisco itself, the source of so much Western interest
since it was established as tangrenbu, ‘The Port of the People of Tang’, during the
nineteenth century.

I made trips to other centres of conservation during my stay: the Palace of the Legion of
Honor (July 13) and a private Japanese studio (July 12). I also made many personal
exploratory trips around the Bay Area and further afield, visiting Muir Woods and the
Marin Headlands (June 30), Oakland (July 7), Berkeley (July 15) and Stanford (July 25). I
travelled to Redding in the north, Bakersfield in the south, and Phoenix, Arizona, to visit
family, also taking in Monterrey and Santa Cruz along the California coast on my route
back (July 29- August 2).

Costs of the Trip
The Zibby Garnett Travelling Fellowship provided a generous grant of £2000. Further
funds were obtained through part-time work with the Oxford Conservation Consortium
and a contract with Magdalen College, Oxford, amounting to £450. I also received a full
grant from the Arts and Humanities Research Council (AHRC) under their Professional
Preparation Master’s Scheme which lasted the duration of my two-year course and
provided maintenance of around £8000 each year and paid my tuition fees. In
combination, these sources of funding were able to provide for my time in San Francisco.
The total cost of my time there amounted to around £4000.
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Museum Location
1

1 The location of the Asian Art Museum in the San
Francisco Bay area, California. Images courtesy of
Google Earth.

2 The Asian Art
Museum at Civic
Center, looking northeast towards downtown.
The Asian has been at
this location since 2003,
moving from Golden
Gate Park where it had
been situated since
1966. Image courtesy of
Google Earth.
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Par t One - Ba ckgrou nd
San Francisco is a city of only twenty-one square miles in size located on a peninsula
surrounded by the Pacific Ocean to the West and San Francisco Bay to the North and East.
The city has a population of around 750,000 people and Asian Americans currently
comprise nearly one-third of the population of San Francisco (with other minorities less
than half of the city’s population is Caucasian). 1

3 (left) Flag of the City of San Francisco.
4 (right) The flag raised during the Bear Flag Revolt in 1848, adopted as the state flag of California.

A Brief History
For around three hundred years the territory of California, Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas were all a region known as ‘New Spain’, a viceroy-ruled territory established in
around 1540. San Francisco had been established as a miss ion by Father Junipero Serra –
Misión San Francisco de Asís – one of many along the Camino Real, the ‘Royal Road’ of
Spanish colonisation and missions along the Pacific Coast. When Mexico gained its
independence from Spain in 1821, all of this land became a part of the Mexican Republic.

Two historical events in particular which followed had a massive impact on San
Francisco’s future development: the U.S.-Mexican War (1846-8) and the Gold Rush.
Following a rapid escalation of conflict along the Rio Grande in Texas, the United States
rapidly advanced into Mexico and occupied Mexico City. During the ensuing instability,
1

< http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/06/06075.html > [Accessed August 26, 2007]
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Mexican government officials in San Francisco were apprehended by American rebels
(the Bear Flaggers) and a California Republic proclaimed, quickly allying itself with the
United States.

The Gold Rush followed almost immediately in 1848 and the following year saw the
largest migration in modern history towards the gold fields of California; the population of
San Francisco rose from 200 in 1846 to 25,000 in 1849. In particular, by 1850 Chinese
immigrants represented almost 10% of the population of San Francisco and the State of
California. 2

The Asian Art Museum
“I want to remind you that San Francisco is the gateway to the Orient. In the future,
every day dozens of planes from Asia will land here, bringing countless people who will
see your collection.”3
San Francisco Mayor George Christopher (1957-1964) to Avery Brundage

When the Asian Art Museum first opened in 1966, as an extension of the M.H. DeYoung
Museum in Golden Gate Park, it was formed exclusively around the collection of Mr.
Avery Brundage, long-time President of the International Olympic Committee and avid
collector of Asian art.

On top of the city’s sizable Asian American populat ion and its geographical position as
“the gateway to the Orient”, GIs were settling in the Bay Area after returning from Asia
after World War II. With them came new interest in foreign cultures and San Francisco’s
commercial contacts were soon increased in Asia. 4 The city’s progressive thinkers were
responsible for such phenomena as KPFA/Pacifica radio, hosting, among others, Alan

2

Wright, “Guests of the Golden Mountain”, The California Territorial Quarterly, No. 68, Winter 2006, 33

3

Christensen, Bridge to Understanding: The Art and Architecture of San Francisco’s Asian Art Museum–
Chong-Moon Lee Center for Asian Art and Culture (Japan: Toppan Printing Company, 2003), 17
4

Peters, “The Beat Generation and San Francisco’s Culture of Dissent”, Reclaiming San Francisco: History,
Politics and Culture (San Francisco: City Lights Books, 1998), 202
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Watts and his talks on Zen. Though Avery Brundage was from Chicago and his own city
was competing for his collection, he was swayed by the arguments of the newly formed
Society for Asian Art and Mayor George Christopher. A bond measure was passed in
1959, raising $2.75 million for the construction of an extension to the DeYoung Museum
as a permanent home for the collection, Brundage’s only stipulation for the gift.

The Asian Art Museum remained in Golden Gate Park for thirty- five years before moving
to Civic Center in 2003 (fig. 2). Though the Asian Art Museum had always been
independent, it was ordinarily associated with the DeYoung and its collection had now
doubled from the original Avery Brundage Collection of Asian Art. The new Asian Art
Museum is a retrofit of the old City Library by the Italian architect Gae Aulenti
(responsible for the Musée D’Orsay, Paris), preserving its Beaux Arts exterior while
turning a static library into a dynamic museum space.

5 (above left) Entrance hall at the new Asian Art Museum of San Francisco, Civic Center. 6 (above
centre) The Japanese tea house at the Asian. 7 (above right) Samsung Hall, the old records room of the
City Library. 8 (lower left ) Exterior of the new Asian. 9 (lower right) The new M.H. DeYoung
Museum, built on the site of the original DeYoung amd Asian Art Museum, Golden Gate Park.
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Conservation at the Asian Art Museum
At the Asian I was very fortunate to be able to work directly with a number of both
conservation, curatorial staff and other departments. As a paper conservator, I was under
the direct supervision of Debra Fox who introduced me to each project I would work on,
as well as techniques unfamiliar to me that she had acquired during her years of
experience as a Western paper conservator. To complement Deb’s experience, I had the
opportunity to engage on projects with Setsuko Kawazu, a trained Japanese scrollmounter. The knowledge I gained from Kawazu-san was traditional and direct: how to
hold a brush, how to hold a knife, the proper manner in which to cut large sheets of paper
on the floor using hands, knees and feet. I also worked extensively with the acting head of
conservation Mark Fenn and Aron Cohen, the department’s mounter and framer.

10 The conservation staff at the Asian Art Museum (l-r): Aron Cohen (mounter and framer); Setsuko
Kawazu (Japanese, Korean and Chinese scrolls and screens); Matt Brack (intern); Mark Fenn (objects);
Debra Fox (paper); Beverly Perkins (head of conservation); Denise Migdail (textiles).
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The work carried out within the
conservation department was largely
dictated by the gallery rotations taking
place in the exhibition spaces upstairs.
Each exhibition within the permanent
collection

containing

paper

and

textiles – South Asia, South East Asia,
Himalayas, China, Japan and Korea –
were put on display for six months and
then returned to storage for six years.
Frequent consultation took place with
the

curators

throughout
process:

of
the

before

each

collection

gallery

rotation

treatment

could

commence, a condition report would
need to be approved and signed by
both

the

Chief

Curator,

Forrest

McGill, the collection curator and the
Head of Conservation. The curators
that I was able to work with – Therese
Bartholomew, China and Himalayas,
and Saleema Waraich, South Asia –
were great sources of knowledge on all
aspects of their collections, and were
frequently

well

aware

conservation requirements.

11 (top) Matthew Brack with Mark Fenn, objects
conservator and Associate Head of Conservation.
12 (middle) Debra Fox and Aron Cohen
13 (bottom) Setsuko Kawazu
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of

their

Par t Two – Projects at the As ia n
I undertook several projects at the Asian including collection surveys,
gallery rotations and preventive conservation as well as typical active
conservation treatments. Below are summaries of some of what I felt to
be the most interesting experiences.

Mounting Ten Chinese Album Leaves
The Chinese rotation taking place on July 16 required ten album leaves of
calligraphy to be mounted and hung in the Chao Shao-an Gallery of
twentieth century Chinese art. The leaves depicted scenes from the Tang
Dynasty poem “Song of the Lute” (pipa xing, ? ? ? ) by Bo Juyi,
painted between 1988 and 1991 by Bay Area artist Lu Wu-chiu.

The preparation of the leaves required training in techniques from the
Japanese conservation skill set. Beginning with the proper hand posture
for knives and brushes, I was taught how to square large sheets of handmade tengujo paper and make water cuts using the mizubake water brush.
This involved working on the floor, using a straight edge large enough
that I could place my left (free) hand, left knee and foot at intervals along
its length for stability.

14 (left) Cutting 15 (right) Pasting out the album leaves onto preprepared rigid supports of D-Lite® and archival mount board. 16 (far
right) The ten album leaves.
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The process was a lengthy one but provided an excellent tangible introduction to working
life in the conservation department. As well as water-tearing around eighty strips of
Japanese paper, I also worked with Aron Cohen cutting mount boards and D-Lite, a
plastic-coated aluminium board designed for outdoor signage, which would provide the
rigid support. A power drill and rivet gun were also required to attach the hangers.
Notably, with Setsuko’s arrival at the Asian came a different approach to wheat starch
paste, the most commonly used adhesive in paper conservation for repairs and other work,
its qualities – water-based, forming a strong bond with cellulose – allowing both for
strength and reversibility. In Japan, mounting studios will commonly use aged paste,
called furunori, which can be stored for anything up to ten years. The Asian now used this
method, keeping the starch submerged in water. Each time paste was required, water
would be drained and starch could be scooped out from the bottom of the container. The
water was changed, bacteria removed and the starch could be made up as normal – one
part starch to four parts water – and cooked to a paste.

This experience in my first week set a precedent for my time at the Asian – everything I
was being taught was entirely new. As well as the aforementioned Japanese methods, this
was my first experience of working with large format flat artwork and mounting such
large work onto rigid supports for exhibition.

17, 18 Hanging album leaves with Therese Bartholomew
and Steve Penkowsky’s prep team in the Chao Shao-an
Gallery during the China rotation, July 16.
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Simulating Burnished Gold in a Sanskrit Manuscript
19 (left) Microscope work on a Sanskrit
manuscript: “Harinegamesin Takes the Embryo
of Mahavira from Devananda and Brings it to
Queen Trisala”, folio leaves from a Jain Kalpa
Sutra (Book of Sacred Precepts) ca. 1450. The
first stage in treatment was to consolidate
flaking red pigment with 2% methyl cellulose.
20 (below ) A large loss within the centre of the
image required an infill that could match both
the burnished gold and green hue within the
garments of Devananda. Experiments were
carried out using available gold pigments at the
Asian and an eventual match was found using
‘gold’ mica powder. Isinglass (from Russian
sturgeon bladders) was selected as a binder for
its durability when burnished with agate. A
support of Japanese tengujo paper was used for
the infill.
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21, 22, 23 (above) Preparation and construction
of a colour chart of gold pigments available at
the Asian for infill.
24 (left) Toned cellulose powder was used for
small infills and losses due to insect damage.
Ideal for small infills, its fibrous quality mimics
the paper’s texture and toning can be achieved
by roasting in an oven. The loss is first
supported by an appropriate paper, in this case
the ubiquitous tengujo, and a little methyl
cellulose is added to its surface as a weak
adhesive. Cellulose powder can then be
brushed onto the supported area of loss and a
layer of tone is built up within a few
applications. The cellulose powder is less
successful on larger areas as it can become
embrittled due to moisture loss.
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Notes on the conservation of Buddhist artefacts
Conservation practice always carries a heavy ethical dimension – each object is unique
and a variety of compositional factors form its provenance; in turn, each conservator will
respond differently according to their own education and background. Never can this
ethics of practice be felt more than in dealing with so-called religious artefacts.
Of all the religions in Asia, Buddhism has had perhaps the most profound impact
on the continent over the last 2,500 years. It was inevitable that objects from the Buddhist
traditions would be encountered at the Asian Art Museum and, as an area of personal
interest, I gave time over to the consideration of the purpose, meaning and preservation of
these artworks.
When one considers the prominent and fundamental aspect of Buddhist thought
that appreciates the transient nature of objects, seeing all things as impermanent, and
juxtaposes this with a definition of conservation, loosely as “the means by which the
original and true nature of an object are maintained”, there appears to my mind a
sufficient disparity as to question whe ther there is a strict need for preservation at all. 5
Nevertheless, traditions of the conservation of
Buddhist art have existed for some time. In Japan the
Usami Shokakudo scroll-mounting studio in Kyoto
has been operating for nine generations, using
traditional and, from a Western perspective, highly
interventive methods to preserve functional screens
and scrolls from monasteries in the surrounding area.
Similar practices have also existed in China and
Korea.
Perhaps the most striking thing about much of
the art at the Asian Art Museum is that it is a part of a
living tradition. Exemplifying this, an upcoming
25 Consolidation of a nineteenth century
Tibetan thang-ka ?????

exhibition at the Asian, The Dragon’s Gift from
Bhutan, displaying Buddhist art straight from the

5

Guidance for Conservation Practice, United Kingdom Institute for Conservation of Historic and Artistic
Works, 1981
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country’s monasteries, will be accompanied by a delegation of monks who will not only
formally consecrate their objects within their temporary gallery home and perform regular
puja (devotional ceremony) throughout their display, but also have undertaken training in
the preservation of their own cultural heritage. Mark Fenn of the Asian Art Museum and
Eddie Jose of the Honolulu Academy of Art have travelled to Bhutan to provide
workshops within the monasteries on the preservation of statues and thang-kas
respectively. All the conservation work and the training workshops were specified in the
exhibit contract between the Honolulu Academy of Art and the Department of Culture of
the Royal Government of Bhutan. 6

26 Bhutanese monks working with Asian art conservator Eddie Jose at the Honolulu
Academy of Arts on objects from The Dragon’s Gift collection. Image courtesy of
Honolulu Academy of Arts

The reason for the exhibition is, at one level, something of a spiritual connection
with the viewer; it also endeavours to increase contact with a culture rarely seen in
authenticity. In this manner, The Dragon’s Gift is reminiscent of the 1991 exhibition
Wisdom and Compassion: The Sacred Art of Tibet co-organised by the Asian Art Museum
and Tibet House New York. Of this event, His Holiness the XIV Dalai Lama said: “Art
expresses the perceptions of a people. Sacred art reveals their deepest insights and their
highest aspirations…. If only a few of these works of art bring pleasure, stimulate

6

Unpublished correspondence with Mark Fenn, September 17, 2007.
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27 (Top) Avalokitesvara (chenrezig), Asian Art Museum, 1988.43.
28 (Bottom) Consolidation of paint layer using isinglass.
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curiosity, and provoke new insights to even a small number of those who see and study
them, then the exhibitions…will have accomplished their purpose.”7
This art can be many things to many people, but seen from within their traditions
they are supports, very often perceived to carry an energy capable of catalysing progress
along the spiritual path. It is perhaps the multi- faceted nature and relevance of these
objects that leads to a desire that they be preserve d for the reverence of future generations
within their own culture, and now for the interest and curiosity of those outside.
Encountering a Tibetan thang-ka for conservation at the Asian Art Museum could
best be described as a charged experience, not only due to its symbolism, scale and detail,
but also from a historical perspective: created in the nineteenth century in what was then a
mysterious, still independent country, largely closed to the world. The process of
constructing a thang-ka image is complex, and painting technique is transmitted from
master to student through a strict apprenticeship system lasting many years; thang-kas are
often consecrated.8 From the Asian’s conservation perspective the painting would require
infills, yet having investigated the processes behind the object, I knew that I was not
qualified to infill this painting. After consolidation of the paint layer with isinglass to
prevent further loss, I chose a minimal approach: introducing dry pigment to the losses
that could sit within the weave of the support for the duration of the rotation (six months),
but quite easily work their way loose over the progress of time.

7

Thurman and Rhie, Wisdom and Compassion: The Sacred Art of Tibet (New York: Harry N. Abrams Inc.,
2000), 7
8

Cotte, “An Evaluation of the Role of Semi-Transparent Relining in the Conservation of Thangka
Paintings”, Studies in Conservation, Vol. 52 (2007), 1-11
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Par t Three – Impress io ns
Accommodation
The apartment I stayed in was easily the largest expense
of the trip, but happily well justified. Located between the
Castro and the Mission (San Francisco’s gay and Latin
American communities respectively), the neighbourhood
was safe, quiet and only ten minutes from the Asian on
the metro (MUNI). The Asian did not assist me in finding
accommodation and while subsequent local knowledge has helped me to identify cheaper
alternatives for the future, the hospitality of my landlord and excellent furnishings in
addition to the points mentioned above made for a perfect home, well worth the expense.
29, 30, 31 My
apartment at
185 Hancock
Street, on the
corner of
Hancock and
Noe Streets
(above and far
left), served by
every metro line
in the city.
Apartment
interior (left ).

Food
32, 33 (left) The Castillito
Taqueria on Golden Gate
Avenue in the Tenderloin,
which I visited for a Super
Burrito at least once a week
during my visit. (right) The
Imperial Tea Court on Powell
Street at Broadway in
Chinatown, serving puerh
aged tea from Yunnan
amongst many other varieties.
Here you can learn about the
Chinese tea presentation using
either the gaiwan cup or gong
fu tea set (pictured).
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Other Visits
34 (right) Other areas
visited throughout the
state and beyond. Please
see the map of the Bay
Area (Fig. 1) for the
locations of Alameda
(Oakland) and
Berkeley. 35, 36, 37
(below) The Japanese
scroll-mounting studio
of Tomokatsu Kawazu;
his storage facilities for
fabric, papers and tools
at his home in Alameda,
East Bay.

Tomokatsu Kawazu’s Studio – Alameda, East Bay

On July 12, I was able to make a visit to the studio of Tomokatsu Kawazu, husband of
Setsuko Kawazu with whom I was working at the Asian. While the treatment of screens
and scrolls at the Asian was exclusively remedial work, Tomokatsu had established a
complete Japanese mounting studio at his home in Alameda, able to carry out all aspects
of Japanese screen and scroll conservation and craft, from constr ucting the wooden lattices
for the screens to making his own historically accurate templates to pattern the decorative
papers which line the reverse of each panel.
21

Debra Evans at the Western Regional Paper Conservation Laboratory –
California Palace of the Legion of Honor, Lincoln Park, San Francisco
The Palace of the Legion of Honor fine art museum holds
a large collection of works of art on paper numbering in
the tens of thousands. As such, a well- equipped paper
conservation studio exists there headed by Debra Evans,
Fellow of the American Institute of Conservation. During
recent redevelopment of the building, the lab was created
to Debra’s exact specifications, though still contains
improvised equipment such as home-made low pressure
tables and even herb grinders from the city’s head shops
for sieving paste – reinforcing the extent to which
conservators rely on other industry’s materials.
38, 39 (above) The exterior of the California Palace of the Legion of Honor and inside the Western
Regional Paper Conservation lab. 40, 41 (below) The exterior and interior of the Joss House, displaying
both Toaist (centre), Buddhist (right) and Confucian (left) shrines.

The Joss House (Temple of the Forest Beneath the Clouds), Weaverville

The Joss House is the oldest operating Chinese temple in the United States, built in 1873
to replace a previous building damaged by fire. Though the outside was designed to fit in
with the architecture of the mining town around it, there were sufficient Chinese in the
area to afford shipping the interior decor from China and carrying it fifty miles inland to
Weaverville in order to properly equip the temple.
22

Visitors

42, 43, 44 My first visitor was Simon Stump (June
29 – July 1), my oldest friend. This was my first
opportunity to really explore the city, but we also
visited Alcatraz and walked for ten miles from Muir
Woods National Monument through the Golden
Gate National Recreation Area back to the Bay.
Having visitors was really an excellent
opportunity to get to know San Francisco. Of all
the places I went, the most enjoyable was
perhaps The Imperial Tea Court at 1411 Powell
Street at Broadway, Chinatown. It is reportedly
the first traditional Chinese tea house in
America, opened fifteen years ago and allows
the customer to sample gaiwan and gong fu
presentations of traditional Chinese teas, such as
puerh aged teas from Yunnan (one I sampled
was thirty years old). Unfortunately, this original
branch of the Imperial Tea Court will have
closed at the end of 2007. I was fortunate to have
been able to visit first with my grandmother (left,
in the Japanese Tea Garden, Golden Gate Park,
July 6-9) and again with my father (July 13-15).
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46, 47 (top) My father, O.M. Brack Jr., in front of the library and Campanile at the
University of California, Berkeley, and at the Imperial Tea Court, Chinatown.
48 (middle left) Gong fu tea presentation at the Imperial Tea Court. 49 (middle right)
My fiancée Jenny and step-sister Suzette with Lisa, Deb and Bev from the Asian Art
Museum at the Castillito Taqueria. 50 (bottom left) With Jenny, my cousin Nolan
Ferdinand and his girlfriend Kristin at the Mexicali Restaurant, Bakersfield.
51 (bottom right) A visit to Stanford University.
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Conclusion
There have been very specific benefits and experiences that have come out of the summer
internship at the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco:

Experience with Asian Art and related materials – I was able to work with artworks from
all over Asia providing both cultural variety and differing technologies: I experienced a
variety of supports – Chinese, Japanese, Indian and Western papers, as well as the textiles
of the Thai banner paintings and Tibetan thang-ka. The ir treatment employed materials
previously unfamiliar to me – in particular toned cellulose powder, isinglass and light
bleaching – and new techniques, both Western and Japanese.

Experience of paint media – This summer was the first time that I was able to treat an
object with a distinct paint layer. I was able to practice consolidation with both isinglass
and methyl cellulose and also take pigment samples from Thai banner paintings for a
collection survey in collaborationwith the Straus Center for Conservation, Harvard
University Art Museums.

Experience with large format artwork – In many institutions, such as the British Library,
‘large format’ documents on paper form an entirely different category of conservation to
smaller, flat works of art on paper. Most of the objects I worked with at the Asian were
large format and I gain experience both in their treatment, transport, mounting and
hanging.

Experience within a museum environment – A great deal of cooperation and collaboration
was required between the various departments in the museum, particularly during a gallery
rotation which required the involvement of curators, registrars, conservators, engineers
and framers. In particular, the role of the conservator is often as a mediator between these
various groups, often as the only person fully aware of the requirements and limitations of
each object.

A professional experience in America – Being able to live and work in the United States.
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